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CHAPTER I.
A Survey of the Palatine Movement
in the Reign of Queen Anne.
To understand the causes which led to the emigration of
many thousands of Germans to America during the colonial period it
is necessary to remember not only the great intellectual Movement
of the Reformation, hut also the equally intense movement of the
Counter Reformation which sets in with the latter part of the six-
teenth century and extends far into the seventeenth century.
But though the Reformation had started in Germany, which
was considered by England during the greater part of the sixteenth
century as the fatherland of the Reformation towards which her own
persecuted Protestants looked for protection, this relationship
changed greatly during the period of the great religious wars caused
by this Counter Reformation and the subsequent political and econ-
omic weakening of Germany. In the meantime a second great reforma-
tion had taken place in England, culminating in the time and person
it
of. Cromwell. It was his thought to secure^by an alliance of Prot-
estant Europe against the Catholic Spanish World. It was he who
conceived the providential destiny of England to be that of a cham-
pion and protector of Protestantism and in this way he hoped to
make it a world power. After the reaction of the reign of Charles
II. Queen Anne took up Cromwell's work and to the extent of her
abilities carried out his program. Public opinion was to a large
degree with her in this, and the interest in the struggle of the
-1-
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German Protestants was kept alive by pamphlets which gave informa-
tion of the conditions of the Reformation in Germany and particular-
ly in the Palatine.
Not only the Thirty Years' T.7ar hut the other wars in
which Louis XIV involved Europe were more or less inspired by the
same spirit of enmity that animated the earlier Counter Reformation.
1In all these wars no portion of Germany suffered so much
as that part called the Lower Palatinate. Lying as it does on the
eastern boundary of France, it was easily accessible to the French
soldiery, a fertile country it offered excellent opportunity for
maintaining an army, and being Protestant was an especial object of
resentment to the French Xing. Turenne in 1674 ravaged the pro-
vince thoroughly in accordance with his policy of making the enemy
support his army. Then in the wars of 1688-89, while the rest of
Germany which might have given aid was busy warding off the Turks,
Louis XIV took the opportunity of weakening the enemy, venting his
malice against the Protestants, and doing a pleasure to Ivladame de
I^aintenon by devastating the province in a way unparalleled in
modern history. Many of the inhabitants were butchered, others
died of exposure, others fled,, and the ten who remained were in a
most miserable condition. He purposed to make the country as near-
ly a desert as possible, and to do so wantonly burned cities and
towns as well as isolated dwellings and even cut down orchards and
1.Bayard Taylor's School History of Germany. Bernheim's German
Settlements and The L#utheran Church in the Carolinas give a very
brief but comprehensive description of these times. Larger his-
tories would give more details but I have defended for the most
part on the Ecclesiastical Records of the State of Hew York Vol.
Illfor these
.
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and uprooted the vines. The treaty of Ryswick gave a temporary
relief and many returned to their homes. But in 1700 the wars
of the Spanish Succession "broke out and the Palatinate was again
over run with troops. The distruction seems not to have "been so
severe as in the previous war, hut the new elector, now a Catholic,
subjected the Protestants to a system of persecution which was very
annoying and disquieting, for the persecutions which accompanied
the Reformation throughout Europe were still fresh in men's memo-
ries and they dreaded the worst.
By the Peace of '.Test Phalia the L utheran and Reformed
religions were established in the Palatinate and the Catholic re-
ligion was allowed only on sufferance of the elector. But now
under John William religious toleration was announced and thereby
the Roman Catholic religion put theoretically upon an equality
with the other two. As a matter of fact he went farther and took
1
revenues, churches, and schools belonging to the Protestants
whether or not they had been Catholic property and turned them
to Catholic uses, or else arranged for Catholic and Protestants
to have joint possession of the church edifices. He refused to
allow Protestant clergymen to sit in the Ecclesiastical Council
and when the people protested he said that the "ministers were
seditious rebels" and soldiers were quartered on them to harass
them. Possibly this seemed worse to the Protestants than he in-
tended, but they cannot be blamed for feeling alarmed. The perse-
cution in many cases amounted to bodily injury and even death,
according to one writer. The general poverty and these religious
1. Eccl. Rec. N. Y. Vol. III. 1453.
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persecutions caused many in the Palatinate to look about for some
place where they could go and be safe. America at this time seem-
ed to offer an ideal refuge. Slowing accounts of its climate,
productiveness, and above all, religious freedom, had circulated
over Germany. William Penn and other Quakers had been up and
down the Rhine making converts, and only recently Pastorius had
founded his settlement at Germantown. And so in 1708 we find
Joshua Kocherthal with a small company of Palatines and a few from
Holstein in England whither they had come by way of Amsterdam.
In 1709 occurred the coldest winter known till then in
Palatinate. Trees were killed, birds and animals died of cold,
and many of the poor perished. And in the spring great numbers
of the poor Germans, mostly from the Palatinate came through Hol-
land to England and were cared for as well as could be done by
public and private philanthropy.
It was not a new thing for persecuted subjects to leave
their country and settle elsewhere. England had been enriched by
the coming of the TJalloons . Brandenburg had benefited greatly by
Hugenots who settled among them. But in the case of the Palatines
it was entirely different. By the petition of iiocherthal to the
Queen and the report of the committee appointed to look into his
case, it is clear that these people all expected to go to America
and depended largely on outside help to get there. Those who came
to England in 1709-lu were in no better plight, but all had it in
mind to stay in England only till they could be sent to the col-
onies. The question then arises; how these people with almost no
means of their own should have the confidence to come in such num-
-4-

bers to England; the best estimates placing the number at nearly
]5,u00 persons, and expect to be sent to the colonies at the gov-
ernment's expense, seeing that the Hugenots who preceded them seem
to have had no such hopes.
A few passages taken from the Ecclesiastical Records of
ITew York may throw some light on the case.
In a letter by Simon Beaumont, July 18, 17u9, on the
history of the Palatines, he makes this appeal, after showing the
advantages which may be expected from such imigration. 1,TBut these
arguments aside. .Receiving and succoring these poor Palatines
seems to me but the payment of the just debt for the kind enter-
tainment that gave many of our learned divines and others who were
forced to take shelter beyond seas in the time of Cueen iiarys
persecution, and met with a hospitable reception at Frankfort in
Germany, in the Palatinate, the Aetherland, Switzerland and other
places and shall we now suffer any of the posterity of our quondam
benefacts to perish for want of bread that providence has thrown
into our arms for relief ': "To the objection that England has enough
poor of her own he admits she has beggars enough and suggests that
they go to work and there will be enough for all, then advances
the Severally accepted economic principles that "multiplying the
number of inhabitants conduces to the strength, grandeur, and
wealth of the ilingdom since its people are the Riches, Honor and
Strength of a nation and that wealth increases in an equal propor-
tion to the additional number of inhabitants." He cites the fact
1
.Eccl. Rec. III. 1774-1777.
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that "the palatines who went to I'agdeburg in l(89 are worth 100000
crowns a year to the Xing of Prussia, "that Holland by giving re-
fuge to distressed Protestants was enabled to beat off the Spanish
and concludes that '10000 palatines is about 8000 gain without de-
triment to the nation." Beaumont would have them retained in Eng-
land rather than let them ^o to any colony.
when these Protestants reached England they found a
2hearty welcome from the Queen. Tents and barns were assigned
them to camp in, private charity was invoked for their relief and
the Queen3 authorized a daily expenditure of 16 & at first., but
which at last amounted to 100 £ . 4Their spiritual welfare was pro-
5
vided for by ministers appointed for that particular service, and
Bibles were distributed freely among them. About 3000 were settled
in Ireland on what was intended to be advantageous terms, but of
these, £32 families returned to London, others were sent to the col-
onies, the government paying their fare.
•This generosity was not pleasing to every one in England.
The poor had all along considered the mcney spent on the Palatine
as just so much charity diverted from its rightful recipients and
others in higher stations did not look upon much expenditure with
Q
favor, and Jan. 15, 1710 a committee was appointed to inquire
among other things "upon what invitation or encouragement the ral-
atines came over and what moneys were expended in bringing them here
and by whom." A bill was ordered prepared to repeal the act for nat-
1. Eecl. Kec. Vol. Ill 1786 5. Eccl . Rec . Vol. Ill 1786
2. " " " " 1750 6. " " " " 1786
3. " " " " 1753, 1786 7. ,T " " " 1753
4. " " " " 1742, 1785 8. " " " " 1724
et seq.
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uralizing foreign Protestants, it will be noted that the invest-
igation assumes that these Protestants were invited or encouraged
to come "by some one, other wise this language would hardly have
been used.
April 14th the committee made its report, of which the
following extract directly concerns the discussion: "and upon
examination of several of them (Palatines) what were the motives
which induced them to leave their native country, it appears to
the committee that there were books and papers dispersed in the
palatinate with the Queen's picture before the book ( and* the
title pages in letters of Gold which Iron thence were called the
Golden Book) to encourage them to come to England in order to be
sent to Carolina or other of her Majesty's Plantations to be set-
tled there. The Book is chiefly a commendation of that country.
What further encouraged them to leave their native coun-
try was the ravages the French had made and the damages the hard
^rost had done to their vines, and accordingly, one Joshua Kocher-
shaH,a Lutheran Ilinister with some other Palatines to the number
of 61 persons applied to Mr. Davenant at Frankfort for parses, but
he refused them passes, moneys and reconmendations for fear of dis-
gusting the Elector Palatinate and desires to know her Majesty's
pleasure therein, how to behave himself, in which Mr. Bayle sig-
nifies her i:a jesty • s commands that, though the desire of the poor
people to settle in the plantations is very acceptable and would
be for the public good, yet she can by no means consent to nr.
Davenant ' s giving in any public waj encouragement, either by money
or passes to the elector palatine's subjects to leave their country
ry
I
—

without his consent." The next year an Act (1724 E . R. EL V . )
for naturalizing Protestants "being passed a great number of Pala-
tines and some from other parts of Germany came into Holland, and
from thence into England at several times, being upon their first
arrival in Holland subsisted by the charity of Rotterdam, but after
wards at the Queen's expense and transports and other ships at her
Majesty's chargesprovi "ed to bring them thither as also all sorts
of necessaries during this voyage by Mr. Bayralle, her Majesty's
Secretary at the Hague, who had received instructions from l.ir
.
Secretary Boyle (in her Majesty's name) to that purpose, pursuant
to my Lord Duke of Marlborough 1 s desire." Referring to a gentle-
man with a servant who had distributed money and tickets to the
palatines at the Brill, the committee report that "Mr. Dayralle
could never discover who this gentleman was though he endeavored
it all he could, and the committee could cone to no certain know-
ledge therein, but find by two letters that Mr. Henry Tome a
Quaker at Rotterdam, who in all this matter acted under Mr* Dayr-
alle, forced a great many to embark for England after they had pro-
vided themselves a passage to go back to their own country, which
the palatines owned upon their arrival, was the only reason that
induced them to come."
In this connection an item in Lutrell's diary is of
interest. There the Queen is said to have written to the Xing of
Prussia that she had already given the ministers abroad instruct-
ions to aid the Trench Protestants, and would further aid them as
1. Pennsylvania German Society. Yol . 7. Page 282.
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much as lay in her power. As Beaumont's letter shows, there was
a feeling of friendship between England and the palatinate apart
from the close political relations which bound them together.
Queen Anne was a generous, impulsive woman and it would he entire-
ly in accord with her diplomatic methods to do as much for these
German Protestants, though not in a "public way" as she had done
for the French Protestants.
One of those who objected to the assistance given the
palatines wrote a pamphlet which he styles a "letter to a Gentle-
man in the Country", in which he says (E. R. I. Y. 1754) "She com-
mittee having sate die in diam for a considerable time and search-
ed into papers from the Commissioners of Trade, etc., among which
there is said to be a letter from the E. of S. that lets
them into the whole mystery of the affair, they made their report
to the House and their resolutions in manner and form following
which was agreed to by those noble Patriots. He then quotes the
resolution which is given in a following paragraph. The E . of
S could be no one else than the Earl of Sunderland.
At this point the committee thinking, possibly, the in-
2
vestigation had gone far enough into the mystery "resolved that
the inviting and bringing over into this kingdom the poor palatines
of all religions at the public expense was an extravagant and mis-
erable charge to the kingdom, and a scandalous misapplication of
the public money tending to the increase and oppression of the
poor of this kingdom and of dangerous consequences to the con-
1. Eccl. Kee. Vol. Ill 1754.
2. " " " " 1724, continuation of the extract from the
•Journal of the House of Commons.
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stitution in church and state."
"Resolved that whosoever advised the "bringing over of
the poor Palatines into this kingdom was an enemy to the Queen
and tc this Kingdom. " Marlborough who by the report is mentioned
as having favored the coming of the palatines may very well have
been another of the persons meant, for at this time his upopular-
ity had begun, parliament havingfulminated this brave sounding
but harmless resolution, with reputations for patriotism saved
very wisely left the matter in a state of uncertainty delightful
for all concerned.
The following paragraph will show that other writers
are inclined to believe that Queen Anne and Marlborough had a
direct hand in inducing the palatines to leave their country.
1 'if TT
"Als im johre 1804 die frantzosisehe Yolcker ins Reich eingezogen,
und die Keichs-I'ursten die Anna Konigin in Kngeland urn Hulffe
anrieffen, und diese den Due de Marlboro«g(mit einer grossen
Armee englischer Volcker ins Reich gesandt, durch deren Tapfer-
keit am 2. Juli die Frantzosen bey Schellenberg geschlagen worden,
hatte der Kayser und die Reiehs-Fursten die Konigin Anna fragen
las sen, was sie ihr zur Dankbarkeit vor diesen grossen Dienst
thun konnenV Darauf hat die Zonigin Anna sagen lassen, dass sie
von ihren Uffizieren und Soldaten erfahren habe, dass sie so
viele Arme Leuthe im Reich angetroffen, die ihr Brodt und notigen
unterhalt nicht haben: Es sollen die Reichs-Pursten ihren, armen
Leuthen erlauben, nach America Zu Ziehen, wo land genug ist,
worauf sie sich ernehren konnten. Dieses haben sie nebst grosser
Ehr-pezeugung und Dankbarkeit eingewilliget , und weil das arme
1. Der Deutsche Pionier. XIY Jahrgang.
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volck keine moglichkeit gesehen dahin zu kommen, so hat die Koni-
gin auf ihren eigenen iiosten viele Tausende nach Engeland bringen
lassen, und die da wollten nach America Ziehen, die wurden Fracht-
frey herubergebracht und mit .proviant, 7erkzev;g und uerathschaften
versehen."
VThoever it may be was responsible for the palatine com-
ing, there is no doubt about their welcome during the first year
or two of the movement. .Besides the public expenditure of ^135,
775 S
,
private persons contributed freely both of their time and
money for the relief of these poor strangers, and in fact' it be-
came the correct thing to have one's name on a subscription list,
and the camps at Blackheath and uamberwell became a popular prom-
inade for the elite of London. Then the r;ohawk chiefs visited
London, among the other curiosities, the palatines were exhibited.
Their evident wretchedness touched the hearts of these red r. en
and afforded them an opportunity later to show what true generos-
ity is.
But this charity, being composed partly of gratitude
for ^kindnesses shown the English reformers by the Germans
,
part-
ly of religious sympathy and political ties, partly of the warm
feelings of an impulsive woman, and in the case of some, probably
of a ^desire to be on the popular side, soon began to wear thin
and to show a less amiable appearance at closer view. The ral-
atines could not camp indefinitely at Camberwell and Blackheath,
nor live in the barns provided for them, and various were the
schemes proposed for settling them. Beaumont in his letter, which
1. Eeel. Kec. Vol. HI 1732 3. Eccl. Rec . Vol. Ill 1820
2. " " " " 1777 4. " " " " 1753
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has a very sensible and kindly tone, would keep them in England
and allow them to settle on land which was lacking tenants and
thus they could live there to the advantage of all. His plan was
never successfully carried out.
About 3u00 were settled in one body in Ireland and these
for the most part stayed, "^others were scattered about over England
wherever any parish would be willing to receive them for 5 per
head. But after the 5 £ was received the refugees were left to
shift for themselves among a people who considered them interlopers
and most of them came back to London, more wretched if any thing
than before. The best plan after all seemed to be to settle them
in America.
The English colonies in America at this time occupied
a narrow strip along the Atlantic coast from iiassachusetts to the
Spanish settlements in Florida, while the interior from the 3t
.
Lawrence Kiver to the Gulf of Mexico was claimed and to some extent
settled by the French. They came closest to the English in Uew
York and wew England and there offered a real menace. The French
being mostly traders were on better terms with the Indians, they
intermarried with them and adopted many of their habits, while
the English held themselves more aloof and as fast as they ac-
quired land cleared it up and so spoiled the hunting. The Iroquois
of .New York colony were an important exception to the other Indians
in this, that they were friendly to the English, while the Indians
beyond the Great Lakes and in the Mississippi Valley favored the
1. Pennsylvania German Society. Vol. 7. .314. 1896.
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French. But the French traders were among the Iroquois, their
allegiance could not be counted on, and one of the most -^heartless
proposals for disposing of the palatines was"to settle them along
the Hudson River in the rrovince of iiew York where they may be
useful to this Kingdom, particularly in the production of naval
stores and as a frontier against the French and their Indians."
2
There can be no objection to the fact that ner Majesty was con-
vinced that it would be more for the advantage of her kingdom if
a method could be found to settle them here (America) in such a
manner that they might get a comfortable livlihood instead of send-
ing them to the >.7est Indies; that it would be a great encourage-
ment to others to follow their example and that the addition to
the number of her subjects would in all probability produce a pro-
portionally increase of their trade and manufactures." But the pro-
posal made by the council to take these Protestant refugees, who
could have no choice in the matter and use them as a buffer a-
gainst the savages, certainly robs the act of much of its claim
to generosity. Rev. Kocherthal and others who had satisfied the
Queen's council by "Testimonials from the Bayliffs or Principall
Magistrates where they dwelt", of their good character were sent,
4
more like slaves than like fellow Christians to the colony in
New York. Kocherthal' s party was small, but ^others were sent
shortly afterwards in large numbers. Governor Hunter says there
were 5000 by June 10, 1709. They were put under a sort of mili-
itary discipline and set at the fruitless task of making tar of
1. Eccl. Rec.Vol. Ill 1703 3. Eccl. Rec . Page 1706
2. " " page 1733, 1813 4. " " » 1814
5. Eccl. Rec. page 1811.
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northern pines. They were to be fed and maintained at the Queen's
expense and their whole time was to be devoted to this industry.
The well meaning but incompetent Governor Hunter had the supervision
of it. Compelled to work under task masters, defrauded of their
provisions by the contractor, when petition and resistance failed,
like the brick makers of Egypt, they remembered a promised land
and in the depth of winter"*", (1711-12) 5c families journeyed to
Schoharie and were given the lands promised by the generous
rohawk chiefs years before in jjondon. Relieved of these Indians,
without whose assistance they must all have perished, the palatines
2
remained in spite of the threats of the governor. tie "had been
the easier under it, upon the consideration that by that means
the body of that people is kept together within the province;
that when it shall please her rajesty to resume the design of pro-
secuting that work, that body at Schoharie may be employed in the
vast pine woods nesr Albany, whicn^aiust be obliged to do having
no manner of pretense to ye possession of any l^nds but by per-
forming their part of the contract relating to that manufacture,
and that in that situation they may serve in some measure as a
frontier to or at least to an increase of the strength of Albany
and Schenectady; but if the war continues, or should by any mis-
fortune break out again it will neither be possible for them to
subsist or safe for them to remain there, considering the use
they have already made of arms where they were intrusted with
them. "This refers to the resistance they tried to offer in the tar
1. Eccl. Kec
.
vol. in 2169. A most interesting document being the
petition presented to the Crown in l72u. it revie vs the condi-
tions of the ralatines in new York from l7c9-172c.
2. E'eol. Kec Yol . ill lyt>5.
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making experiment and overlooks their loyal services at Louisburg,
where they served without pay and then were deprived of their arms
at the end of the war. In dismissing these Palatines it may be
well to add that just as soon as the governors gave them a chance
by letting them alone they prospered and became in fact the best
possible frontier against the Indians, net by fighting them but by
keeping their friendship. The following "Order of the Virginia
Executive Council, April 28, 1714" will show a little more fully
how this charity was tempered with cold calculation.
2
"The Governor acquainting the Council that Sundry Ger-
mans to the number of forty-two men women and children who were
invited hither by the Baron de Graffenried are now arrived but
that the said Baron not being here to take care of this Settlement
the Governor therefore proposed to settle them above the falls of
Rappahannock Kiver to serve as a barrier to the inhabitants of
that part of the Country against the Incursions of the Indians and
desiring the opinion of the Council whether in consideration of
their usefulness for that purpose the Charge of building them a
Fort, and clearing a road to their settlement and carrying thither
two pieces of Canon and some ammunition may not properly be de-
frayed by the publick.
It is the unanimous opinion of this Board that the
Settlement, tending so much to the Security of that part of the
Frontiers, it is reasonable that the expense proposed by the Gov-
ernor in making thereof should be defrayed at the public charge
of the Government, and that a quantity of powder and ball be de-
1. See note 1, page 14.
2. Virginia Historical nagazine. Vol. XIII 362.
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I
livered for their use out of her Majestie's magaiine. And because
the S Germans, arriving so late cannot possibly this year cul-
tivate any ground for the ( ir ) Suhsistance, much less he able to
pay the public Services of the Government. It is the opinion of
this Board that they be put under the denomination of Rangers to
exempt them from that charge, and for the better enabling the
S^- Germans to supply by hunting the want of other provinces. It
is also ordered that all other persons be restrained from hunting
on unpatented Lands near the Settlement."
-16-
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CHAPTER II
.
Christopher von Graff enri ed ' s Life and
Especially his Adventures in America.
^Christopher von Graffenried who had an important part in
this movement of the Germans to America, was born at Erdcnburg,
November 15, 1661. The father, Anton von Graffenried, was a
business man and office holder of the traditional type; honest,
frugal, obstinate, and withal one of those men -whose family affect-
ions were not so strong as to ever cloud their business sense. His
recreation was geneological research.
Shortly after the birth of a daughter, Christopher's
mother died and for a time he was without the care that a child
needs. The father .married again, however, and until he went to
school, Christopher enjoyed a pleasant life at home for the step-
mother took the place of his real mother very successfully.
At seven, Anton sent the boy to a Latin preceptor at
Kost. There were five little boys in this private school and they
were not allowed to use any other language than Latin. The penalty
was a cash payment for each offense, and Anton found the penal-
ties rather grievous. In other ways the place was disagreeable,
but as Christopher alone felt it and the penalties were not re-
quired to be paid in cash, it did no good to complain. Finally
the ill-treatment caused the boy to run away to a relative, and
he persuaded Anton to allow him to come home.
''"lieu jahrsblatt , heraus gegeben von Eistorischen Yerein des Cantons
Bern 1897, gives Graffenried ' s early and later life as well as an
abbreviated account of his stay in America.
-17-

In 1C7C the ZobelB of Augsburg Bold their Saltworks at
Roche to Anton von Graf f enried and the superintendant who took
over the business in partnership. The superintendent had a dau-
ghter of about Christopher * s age and it was planned that when
the children became old enough they should marry- but a (quarrel
arising between the fathers over their rights in the business,
the intended marriage was given up.
Shortly after this a relative of one of the regicides,
naj ed Sir waler who had taken refuge in Vivis, became interested
in the bey when he met while visiting the saltworks, and ad-
vised the parents to send him to England where he would surely
make his fortune. Another plan, however, crowded this one out.
Through one of his brothers Anton Graffenried hoped to get his
son 8 place at the Court of Saxony, but the brother died before
anything could be effected. Christopher's restless disposition
was likely increased by these ambitious plans and having come
into 20000 * from his mother he wished to travel. The father
thought it unsafe to let so young a man handle such a sum of
money and so & ne, cause fur discord between them arose. The
boy and his father never did understand each other, for the
father kept to the time honored traditions of business and morals,
while the son had new ideas. Then too, Anton was an Aristotelian
in philosophy and Christopher a Carthesian, and consequently to
the father almost as bad as a heretic. And so there was no lack
of disputes between them, The matter of travelling was settled
finally by Anton allowing his 3on to go in company with a theo-
logical student to supervise his studies and expenditures.
-10-

In this way he went to Heidelberg, then in its glory, and made
friends with Professor Hagenberg, one of the Duke's councillors
,
and through him he met the Elector himself. Graffenried 1 s
social progress was better than his scholastic, and soon his
next
father sent word for him to leave. He went to Frankfurt and
from there to Leyden where he studied law, history, and mathematics
for two years. Meantime Anton Graffenried had arranged to put
Christopher in the care of Sir Taler and there was a good pros-
pect that a Sir Roux, who was to be secretary to the embassy
at Constantinople under the Duke of Carlisle, could get him a
position there also. When Christopher reached England the Duke
had already left for the East and there was nothing to be hoped
for in that quarter. As Christopher had only ten ducats he was
in a rather precarious position. A fellow countryman, a lock-
smith by trade, got; lodgings for him till money came from Switzer-
land, and then Graff enried went to live with Rev. Korneg, chap-
lain to General r.ock's son the Duke of Albemarle. The chaplain
did not wish to introduce the young man to his patron, thinking
it would be to his soul's peril if he came into such society and
often warned him against trying to advance himself through the
favor of nobility. Again one of his countrymen, a trumpet mayor
gave him the needed help by introducing him to the Luke when Lord
Hunsdon was also present. Both were well pleased with their new
acquaintance, and in a short time h's accomplishments made him
much sought after. Even Charles il inquired about him and Graf-
fenried had the honor of being presented at the Court.
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Another honor awaited him, Cambridge University was pre-
paring to confer the Doctor's Degree on the Duke of Albemarle,
but as the Duke could riot be present he sent Graffenried and a
man named Tarwel to represent him on that occasion. ".That was
Graffenried' s surprise when the same degree was offered him. He
refused it, saying, he had never studied for such a degree, but
would accept a master's degree from the University, quoting the
proverb: "In omnibus aliquid, in toto nihil." This modesty made
Graffenried more than ever a favorite with the Duke. A position
of Cornet which would require 1C000 f to obtain was open to him.
Having this he hoped to marry a poor court lady oi noble family.
In answer to his letter requesting 10000 f , he got word to come
to Paris under penalty of losing his prerogatives and further if
he married this girl he would be disinherited. His fare was paid
stage at a time by designated persons and as he left England he
did not even have heart to bid his friends good-bye. it seems
that Anton Graffenried had heard something of his son's career
and slanderers had made it aopear very bad. Another traveler
gave the father a better report, but the mischief was done,
Christopher's connections were too badly broken to renew.
After this Christopher came to Paris for a year and aga
made friends with influential people there and had the distinc-
tion cf meeting Louis XIV. After a short stay at Lyons he came
home to Bern, ten years after he had left it and had a cold re-
ception from his father and grandfather nho reproached him for th
money he had wasted.
-2c ^

Tliev advised hiB to marry and enter upon the officii;! life that
was open to him* Neither marriage nor the life of an office
holuer in a small Swiss city interested hii inch, but he follow-
ed hie family's advioe and in April 26, 1684 he was married to
a lady, Frauleito Regine Tocharner. On this occasion Anton G-raf-
fenrieu was so niggardly that the groom had to lend money for
the wedding presents and pay for the carriage himself.
By this time Christopher's own property was small, and
his family grew ho rapidly that his circumstances were consid-
erably straightened before he received an office. In 1702 he
was elected Bailiff of Iverton. This had been a profitable
office until then, but nov« a period of ill fortune succeeded.
The first year's profits were diminished by the banquets custom
compelled him to give, and the next yepr when he ought to have
made some gain, the Neueriburger troubles broke out and Iverton
became the assembling point of neighboring officials and had to
support a garrison. The Bailiff had to keep open house to of-
ficers and diplomats, with the result that it cost him 200 dub-
Ions. Of this only 50 -vere paid back. In 1708 the office ended.
A variety of causes contrived to make his home dis-
tasteful to him, among which may be mentioned, the recent dis-
turbances while he was Bailiff, the persecutions of the Anabap-
tists, and the troubles which then existed between the Catholic
and the Protestant cities, but more urgent than any cf these
were his bad speculations and the need to recoup his fortunes.
And so he turned towards America.
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This account of hie life taken from, his own papers by
one of his descendants shows that Christopher von Graffenried
was no ordinary man. He had the ability of making friends, end
inspired people with confidence in hinu He must have been acute
of wind, and above all, he possessed the love of adventure nec-
essar3r to the success c:f such an undertaking. The failure of
his plans must be laid, not to him, but to circumetanc es over
which he had rc control and which he could not have foreseen.
He had been considering the chances of bettering his condition
in America for sometime and had made considerable inquiry re-
specting silver nines, agriculture and the best means of settling
there. The truth about cur country has always been hard to get
at for prospective imigrants, and it was especially true during
the time of the early settlements. America then seemed an ideal
country. The wealthy and learned man tired of his over-culture
thought of it as a lanu where he could find rest and happiness
in its unbounded forest solitudes, while tc the poor man op-
pressed with heavy taxes it seemed like a promised land flowing
with milk and honey, and here the persecuted of every sect
could find a religious freedom unknown elsewhere. Thus it was
natural for him tc think of America under such circumstances.
Graffenried's office ended ft just the right tire seem-
ingly, for in 1700 the movement of the Germans to Englad was
at its height and settlers for a new colon"" were easy to find.
A company was formed at Bern called C-ecr^e Hitter & Co. By the
terms of the contract Graffenried and Lawson, two of the members
,
were tc take up 15000 acres between the Neusoand the Trent
rivers and 2500 acres along the We took River for 1*6 d, per
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100G acres and for seven j'ears he had an option on 100,000
acres mere at the seme /rice. The Borne Company was capital-
ized at 7,200 £. Another company in England ^; ve him support
to the extent of 5000 £ after he had given security. Queen Anne
gave 4000 * outright tc assist him more and the prospect seemed
most encouraging. Graffenried, then head of the actual settle-
ment was t.cll end favorably known to the influential in England,
and because of this, and to increase his prestige in America,
his friends the proprietors made hir a Landgrave in their new
order of aristocracy, founded in Lock 1 s Fundamentals. The other
associate, Lawson, she was tc be with him had been in Carolina
and \>as the official surveyor there. For settlers Graffenried
had his choice of about 10,000 Pal?- tine;, besides the Swiss from
his own country \<ho ventured ,vith him. Ke tool, care tc select
persons of so many different trades that the only lack was in c
clerg2iflan, and the Bishop of London impowered him tc perform
two of the functions very essential to a nev. celery, marriage
and baptism. The Queer, herself paid the transportation of the
settlers and gave each 30 shillings for clothes. Under such
auspices they were soon on their way.
They went in two bands, Graffenried remaining till the
second to conduct some of his Switzers who were not yet in Eng-
land. Horace says that ones fate rides with him on hie horse
and goes with him on his ship, but in this case ill fortune
did not wait to come with its victim but proceeded him on the
first ship load. The first party Went c^.t in January 1710 and
after a hard voyage of more than 12 weeks, in which mors than
half died, they came in sight of land.
-23-
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In full view of shore and of a British frigate which w&s un-
able to heJp thorn, the: r ./ere overhauled by a French privateer
and plundered. Those on this ship were in better circumstances
than the others as regards both provisions and money, and so
the loss was the more severe. They landed when the privateer
was through with them, near the mouth of the James River and
prcceeded overland to North Carolina. At thi Ch< v.an Piver,
about 20 German or 80 English miles, distant, Co_cnei Pollock
put the colonists on beats and sent t V em to the tract which
Lawson had assigned them, between the Neuse and the Trent
rivers. The situation itself Graffenried later considered one
of Ms misfortunes, for it was lew, hot and very unhealthy.
Here they passed a most wretched summer for they had to barter
ivhat little they hau for fo^u to live on.
The ship in which Graff enrieu came had a pleasant
voyage and arrived without mishap in sight of Virginia, "^Sept-
ember 10. First Graffenried paid his respect;; to the Lieu-
tenant Governor of Virginia, Governor fcpottswood, being at
that time absent . This done he and his people took their way
int; Virginia.
At Somerton a delegation met him and desired him to
take the presidency of the assemM3>" on account of his rank as
Landgrave. Graffenried refused the request with thanks be-
cause he knew that the proprietors had appoint ed Mr. Hyde, and
Hyde was at that moment in Virginia and if there had been no
other reason, the fact that the new Govenor was a relative of
the Queen would make Graffenried hjsitats to offend the pro-
prietors. His answer did net please this anti-Cary faction very
i« -24-
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well, but the*^ had to make the best of it.
It will be necessary to give s glance over the history
of the colony to fully appreciate what follows. l»The Govern
-
ent in the colony had never been ver2r stable. In 167 ? Cul-.
pepper had turnea out Thomas Miller and made himself Governor.
Le was followed by 8 /thel, who was banished in 1600 for a year
and disenfranchised. Captain Gibbs took his place although he
had no legal right to the office. After him Governor Danie±
held the office. In 1704 the Quakers had him removed because
he insisted upon their taking an oath of allegiance to Queen
Anne. They offered the place to Colonel Gary but when he made the
same requirement influenced the proprietors to depose him also.
The council then elected another president named Glover but as
he required the oaths to be taken by all officials, Colonel
Cary was reinstated in this office again. But now there were
two presidents. Each issued writs for a ne / election. Cary
received the majority of votes and Glover raised the cry of
fraud and refused to abide by the decision. And so e have a
state with two Governors ?nd little government, as all accounts
agree,. It could hardly be otherwise in a Bparsely Bettled com-
r unity where authority :s difficult tc maintain at best, that
lawlessness should rei wn where governors ere set up and de-
posed by the people with so little ceremony. Glover's govern-
ment seers to have mads but small impression judging by the
comp ratively few times it is mentioned ir. the Records, and
Graffenri 3d does not speak of him at all.
'Introduction to Col. Fee of N. C.
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ICcry. however, took active measures to support hio claims for
sometime oofor 3 May tf7, 1910-191J ho seized a trigantine.
The ^letters of the proprietors she. that they careful-
ly avoided taking sides with either party ir. a crisis where a
decision of some sort was very much needed.
This, then, wat: the situation when Graffenried reached
Somerton ir, the forepart cf flepteriV <^r 171C . His pesition was
very difficult for these reasons, that while he would naturally
wish to support the proprietor's choice, Cary had the colony's
funds in his power. ' Ey the terms of the contract Graffenried
was to receive, 500 £ support for his people on the colony's
account with the proprietor. He needed the money at J:h?s very
tire. If he supported Cary there was a chance cf getting it
imriediatel3r . If on the other hand Gary were not the Governor
he .;ab uuder no obligation to pa3' the money to Graffenried, but
to v.hcever was the lawful Governor, and he in turn would pay it
to Graffenried.
J-Coj.. Re^. Vol 1, 727. Fr m a letter of Mr. Maule to Mr. John
Lawson, May 27, 1710. "I being cf opinion that Mr. Cary had hard
measure in seizing his briganiine, I endeavored all I could" etc.
.
^Col. Rec. Vol 1, 725. From a letter to Mr. Chenins and Mr.
Boyds, April j.6, 1710. "The Lords Proprietors are anxious to
have Col. Cary called to a strict account for their dues and also
(after their .-jubi^uous manner) the -"" have directed some warrants
and precepts tc the President and Council end by what he could
gather from Mr. La-, son, not naming Col. Cary, but he seemd rather
inclined to believe, if directed tc an3rbody the- are President
Glover". Similar language is used in a letter on page 7£5
.
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Of course, as long as the matter was in dispute, vvitli Graffen-
ried favoring Hyue, the PalatineJwould have to get along with-
out that assistance. The whole episode is sufficient proof of
the Sufficiency of proprietary government for the eolonies.
Technically Cary'a clain wae about « s good as Hyde. 1 s. It was
necessary for the new Governors to be approved by the colonial
council even though they had been appointed by the proprietors,
and Ci-.r^ had that approval. To be legally eligible fche candi-
date must be a member of the assembly. Here Gary had an undoubt
ed advantage for he was a member of the assembly and Hyde never
had been and had lost his office through his adherance to the
law . In his recall he did not have the authorizations of the
proprietors, and in this Hyde had the better of the argument
for he had been sent by them. The most absurd thing about the
proprietary rui»-; was the condition that the Governor of North
.Carolina was not legally Governor until his patent had been
signed by the Governor of South Carolina. During Cary1 s first
administration he had undoubtedly had that signature ana if
his new term could by an means be considered a continuation
of the old, there would be no need cf s second signature* But
•Hyd3 had of course never had such a signature and wher he got
to North Carolina near the middle of September, he found that
Governor Tynte of South Carolina had been dead some little time
and so could not get hi. credentials. This wad e distinct dis-
advantage to hin as we shaH see.
^The following extracts of letters and their d&tes from Coll,
Records Vol. 1, help fix the time of Hyde's coming.
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Graffenried tried to get the money from Cary as soon
as he came to his colony hut could get nothing. Then when
Hyde came he sided with him. The only immediate disadvantage
to the colony of this interregnum was that they had to do
without the money they were counting on. fortunately Graffen-
ried had before this ordered flour from Virginia so the people
were able to go on with their town building. The town was
placed on the point of land between the Ileus and the Trent
rivers and was laid out in the shape of a cross, one arm ex-
tending from river to river and the other beginning at the end
751 Black "Vater, August 29th, 171U.
Hon Sir:
I humbly congratulate your safe arrival, For having
removed myself from .North Carolina here in the b orders of
Virginia, etc.
733 Va. 4, Sept. 1710.
Sir:
About a week ago i waited upon the Honorable Mr. Hyde,
who was appointed Governor of. our country; and, as far as I
Can learn he thinks it ri^t advisable, as things have happened, to
go into north Carolina.
740 Extract of rhilip Dudweli and Nathaniel garrison's journal.
( Sept I The 23, "The liansemond Indian told us that some-
time before he Was se it for to coll. nollocks where were Governor
Myde, Bar. Lawson" etc. Thus Hyde m#st have come between Sept.
4 and 25rd, following Braffenried by only a few days for he
states that he reached Virginia Sept. 10, as we have seen.
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joint :J;j i :d back indefinitely« At a reasonable distance he
built a line of fortification from one river to the other and
heel his coi.fi" line ..ell defended also. These fortifications
were frail enough hut would have "^een of service in case of an
Indian attack if ail the people were inside and acted in con-
cert. He planned te have 8 Church at the four corners. Market
vas to be held once a week and a fair yearly, Kis best contri-
bution was his water mill for grinding grain. There was only-
one other mill in the who! ? colony arid it was <. peer one. The
only way tho people had of getting flour or meal was to beat
their grain in b wooden mortar with a wooden pestle and sift
it through a basket, when the little town was built a solemn
assembly gave it the name of No. Berne. It had such a favora-
ble beginning that people in Virginia and Pennsylvania bought
lots there. And he coula say that his town made mere progress
in a year than some other towns had in several years.
The forr of ^cvemmeri^ at New Berne is no where definite-
ly given, yet se can et some general idea of it from a few ref-
erences in the irritinga Graffenried left.
In the treaty made with the palatines it is stated in
Article 1, that they owed him fidelity and obedience, and he in
turn was to give then protection. Then before they starter from;
England he found three oi the influential persons of North Car-
olina in London by chance and they prepared tc go out with the
first partjr. One of these was the Receiver General, another the
Surveyor General and the third a Judge of tne Peace. These
agreed to take charge of the -oeople in the first ship loau and
ed
to look after the coiony when they had land during Graffenried'
s
A'
absence. -29-

Below them were 12 of the most capable German men as subordi-
nate inspectors.
By his contract with the proprietors he was allowed
to try differences arising "between the Germans, hut in cases
involving an English settler the case was given to the English
courts. That he actually exercised judicial power is shown by
the fact that he made an enemy of his blacksmith for sentenc-
ing him to a day's log-sawing for using bad language.
The fact that most of his people coi;ld not use English
very well would make them more dependent on their leader than
would have been the case of an English colony settling in the
same place. He was landlord, interpreter most likely, and rep-
resentative in Council. Through him they were to receive their
assistance from George Hitter & Co., and the Proprietors, and
he it was who was to furnish them with stock and the necessa-
ries of life while the settlement was being made. His title
of Landgrave would naturally have put him at the head of the
colony, even without the more urgent reasons just mentioned.
And so we find indications of a sort of paternal goverment
during the brief time the colony existed independently. it is
doubtful if there had been an opportunity or any need of a more
formal government at that time.
The twelve overseers and the solemn assembly which
named the town may contain the germ of a later democratic gov-
ernment, As it was, Carys rebellion drew ofi some of the people
from their allegiance and the Indian massacres and resulting
wars, united to Graffenried ' s inability to provide food, thorough
ly broke up what government there was.
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Whan he cama to his colony he round that they had
bean settled on lanu lor which the Indiana had never been sat-
isfied, and so ha bought it of them over again. This made a
drain on his resources, but was the only way to as3ura hi a
possession . Then when he saw that his settlers and the Indians
were likely to have trouble with each other ho bought an addi-
tional strip of 1-nd so that the Indians would be willing to
move farther away. An incident he rebates arill show tha wis-
dom of this action for his own settlers did not appreciate
the Indian's point of view, and there would be plenty of causes
for quarrels on both siu.es. On^ of ilia ..orkmon returning from
chopping in the woods aaw a hideou 3 idol painted rad ana black,
the colors of his native town of Bern. He could not endure
seeing his colors usad for such a purpose and split tha ugly
representation of tha devil with great satisfaction. The
Indians ware both horrified and angry, and G-raffenried had dif-
ficulty restoring peace even with gifts.
Some tira3 after Hyde's arrival in the colony he sent
Graffenriea a colonel's commission and made him commander of
Bath district. This was a distinction he couli very well have
done without for his people were more anxious to get places to
live than tu assist either Hyde or Cary. Besides Car-'- had prac-
tised on their fears so that the-' were afraid to do anything
but remain neutral. When Graffenried indicate., as much to the
Governor it did not please him at all, and he commanded Graf-
fenried oo at least attend the assembly. Of course he haa to
drop his own affaris and go.
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Meanwhile a Quaker from England, named Roach, came and joined
himself to Gary. Ke claimed to have orders from the proprietors
hut not in favor of Governor Hyde. He also made a 2c0 f note
for Graffenried unvailing.
The next summer between July 7, and 17, 1711 occurred
the first battle of the civil war against Eyde. It may cause
us to smile to read about it now but it had serious aspects at
the time. 7e must remember that the Indians had begun to see
that their hunting grounds were in danger and they might be expect-
ed to take advantage of an opportunity to destroy the whole col-
ony while the people were at war among themsleves . They had not
yet forgotten their treatment by the Spaniards and some of the
English had not used them fairly, if we can trust Graffenried
and colonel iiyrd.
While the Governor and Graffenried are holding a coun-
cil at the house of one of the members of the assembly, Colonel
Pollock, the rebels come, as he calls them, came up in their brig-
antine and fired a shot which damages the roof. The colonel
returns an answer and follows it with another. The ship then
withdraws having suffered an injury to one of her masts and sends
out a landing party thinking the defenders are few.
*Col. Kec. Vol. I. Mr. Urmstone to the Secretary.
IT. Carolina July 17, 1711.
Since my last of the 7th the rebels, after a shameful defeat in
their wicked attempt against the Governor and council, dispersed
themselves, some fled to Virginia where the;; will be met with,
others have absconded but so as to be ready at a call, the Governor
of Virginia is expected in by Land with forces & Captain Smith
commander of her Majesty's Ship the enterprise.

But when they see the yellow livery of Graffenried* 3 servant
they thin) the whole Palatine colony is present under anna a
steer for the ship. The colonel seizes the strategic moment and
launches a boat in pursuit. The attaching party board their
vessel again and try to escape. Possibly a Dad wind or an un-
favorable current hinders then, at any rate, the cre« struck with
panic, ran ashore and take to the woods. This victo^ gives
Hyde the advantage, fur with the brigantine in his power, the
Governor is able to make terras, offering a free pardon to all ex-
cept the ring leaders. Graffenried uses this opportunity to have the
council recognize Hyde, over a }rear after his appointment and
about seven months after his arrival in the colony.
Peace is of short duration. Cary fortifies himself on an
island. Efforts to dislodge him prove unsuccessful in what may
be called the second battle of the ,.ar, and Graffenried is sent
to Virginia for help. After a long and tedious journey he arrived
at Williamsburg and presents his petition. rThere is still the
difficulty that Governor Hyde lacks the signature oi the Governor
of South Carolina and Spottswood scarcely dares send troops,
*Col. Rec. Vol 1 779 Letter of Colonel Spottswood.
This is a long letter and confirms Graffenried 1 s story. It was
written July 25, 1711. After: he had sent the ship to North Caro-
lina. On the 28th of July he learns of the happy result of the ar-
rival of the marines. The event then must have been about July 25.
Though the date cannot be fixed very accurately. Undoubtedly te^ daysi
.vouid allow ample time for word to reach him after the dispersal
of the rebels between the 18th and 28th of July.
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But in his quality as Admiral o . the Virginia coasts ho does send
a vessel with aarinaa ana had hoped to send a fleet which iras then
stcppin in Virginia waters on their way hone, but the Commander
refused to go. The (Jove :nor also assembled militia troops on the
frontier if anything shoula happen. On the 38 of July 1711, he
writes that the rebels were so alarmed that they fled at the ar-
rival of the marines ariu. so the third battle never took place,
tfary was caught and taken to England for trial but nothing ever
came of it
.
This short end bloodless war marks the beginning of the
end for Graf fanried 1 s colony. Up till April and May of the 3'ear
1711, as letters in the German version enow, the colony pros-
pered and had enough such as it was to live on. But when Graf-
fenried was permitted to return to his people again, he found them
without food, sick, and several had died. 2Ur!T3tone sa|*8 that with-
out assistance from others all would have starve^. Shortly after
the reoellion had been put down Graffenried was summoned to a
pariiment by the Governor. He was much needed at home but com-
forted himself with the thought that this would give him an opportu-
nity to petition for the 500 £ due him. But the treasury was
empt3'- and lie had to return as poor as he came.
Graffenried' s colony had been planted now over a year and
and he himself had been with them almost a year. As 3^et the proprie-
tors had dome nothing and notning had come from George Hitter & Go.
in Switzerland and his own notes were being protested.
3Gol. Rec. Vol 1. 7?4
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One of the settlers who was dissatisfies was about to go back to
Berne and ha took this opportunity' to send word to them, think-
ing the man v^ould teli both the needs of the colony an... the ad-
vantages to the company if the~ r should be able to ho la. on a little
longer. The soil and climate were good and the prospect promised
.veil if the : - could get over the hardship of the start. He had no
idea that ail his backers would desert him, so trusting in imme-
diate assistance he purchased two boats suitable for the rivers
and sound and one was even sea worthy enough for a trip to the
Bermudas.
The reason he bought these vessels was that transporta-
tion charges often equaled the value of the cargo, and besides
saving his own raone^ ha could have d</ne a carrying trade for the
rest of the provinces so that it would have been an excellent in-
vestment if the companies in Europe had kept their agreements and
if events in the colony had not taken a disasterous turn.
His efforts to borrow money in the colony on the sa':e
terms as the proprietors were to lend it, that is, three year's
time, faileu. him, and from that time his troubles came thick
and fast
.
When he came back from the parliment having accomplished
nothing for his people's relief, he found most of them sick,
for they had negleeted his very sensible advice, to use onl}r
boiled water and to take plenty of exercise. Even before this
time, according to Urmstone's letter July 17, 1711, the original
900 had dwindled down to 500.
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Graffenried and his colony managed to get along till about the
first of September. At that time the weather seemed suitable and
the Indians .veil disposed and so he had no fear of taking a 15
day's exploring expedition up the rivers with the surveyor
La..son. The plan was to see how far the rivers were navigable
and to find out if a better road to Virginia might not be made
on the higher ground and thus save the dangerous voyages. They
went in a canoe with two negro servants and two friendly Indians,
one of whom rode Graffenried 1 s horse along the bank. On the
second day from home the Indian who was riding the horse was halt'
ed by one of Xing Hancock's men, and the whole party was taken
before this chief. Onxy a few days before this Graff enried had
been very hospitably used when he had lost his iray in the woods
for they kept him over night and even took some rum from a sick
woman to give him, and next day guided him back home. Ha in turn
had payed their generosity with presents, not forgetting a little
something cheering for the invalid and so he hardly expected this
treatment. But since he had last seen them the Indians had be-
gun to plan a revenge for some of their wrongs. Graff enried
gives Cary credit for having before this slandered him to them,
by making them believe that Graffenried intended to rob them of
their lands. Other Carolinians had robbed them in trade and
disturbed then in their hunting and the exploring party had the
misfortune to come just as the Indians were assembling for the
attack
.
Had Graffenried been alone it would have been better for
him.
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The India-is knew he had never dona them any harm but they hated
3-Lawflon beoause of his having cheated them. At first the Indians
were disposed to let thorn go when they found who they were. But
in a second examination, Lawson could not refrain from quarrel-
ing with one of his captors and spoiled it all. The Indians in
anger prepared to execute both men. Bound hand and foot the
victims sat on the ground and watched the preparations, not the
leant frightful of which was the great heap of burning ;,ood. Graf-
fenried, however, managed to speak to one of the Indians 'who under
stood a little English ana explained his innooenoe and also threat
ened them with the Queen's displeasure ana vanjgance she would
take if they harmed him but it did not seem to have much effect
at first, go in expectation of immediate torture and death he
fortified himself and his negro slave with prayer and exhortation
ana found peace of mind in these exorcises. About three or four
O'clock in the morning he was unbound and led away, as he suppos-
ed, to his death, but the Indian signified to him that his life
was to be spared and only Lawson would have to die and so it
X^roved
.
^Writing of Colonel Byrd.
It was on that Provocation they res3nted their wrongs a little too
severely upon Mr. Lawson, who under Colour of being Surveyor gen'l
had encroached too much upon their territories at which they were
so much enraged that they wa2rlaid him and cut his throat from
ear to ear, but at the same time released the Baron de Graffen-
ried, vhom they had 3eized for Company, because it appeared plain-
ly he had done then no wrong.
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'Just what punishment he Buffered ia not known* They diu. not let
Graffenried 30 home Immediately ho.vever, bat kept him six .vee..s
a prisoner. During this time they mads their attack on the
whites. The promise that they would spare such of the Palatines
as were in their o,<n houses, did not ease Graffenriei 1 s anxiety
much, for h3 hau no way of warning his people to stay inaoors.
In a fei da^s they returned with prisoners and booty. Among
the prisoners was a Palatine boy and from him he learned that
many of the Palatines as well as English nad been slaughtered.
Graff 3nried saw no hopes of getting back home except by
making a treaty of neutrality bet.een himself and the Indians.
B3'' this he was to give a ranson for his own life and help nei-
ther the English nor the Indians in their war, and in return all
his colonists houses marked with a big N would be safe from harm.
In view of the treatment the Indians received from the
fur traders, the clause in the tr-,at2r of neutrality promising to
3eil them goods as a reasonable price, is ver]r significant and
shows that at least one settler of importance besides William Penn
considered the Indians as men possessing the rights of men.
d-Col. Rec. Vol. 1. 826. From a letter of Ghristopher
Gale, Nov. 3, 1711.
"But the fate of Mr. Lawson(if our Indian information be
true) was much more tragical, for we are informed that they stuck
him full of fine sm?J.l splinters of torch wood like hog's bristles
an~, so set them gr:-:.dually afire.
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After he had be on some time among t} em Spot ts wood wrote a
letter ordering the Indians to release their prisoner , but it did
not help matt3rs. Spottswoou had gone to a village called Rota-
way and Graffenried was taken to a tillage called Tasqui lying in
the direction of tot away, but he was disappointed in his hopes of
meeting the Governor ana scon was taken to Catechna, for security
because the Indians were afraiu of losing the ransom. While he
was here the English and Palatines made an attack which angered
the Indians very much in view of Graffenried* s treaty, though of
course his people knew nothing of it as yet. With difficulty he
persuaded the Indians that his people had not been among the
assailants, Thi3 attack so alarmed the Indian;! that they moved
their wives, children and old men to their fortified stronghold
near Catechna, ana the Carolinians were forced to retreat with
loss in killed and captured. When they t'.ere gone the Indians re-
turned to Catechna and Graffenried was set at liberty under pro-
mise ox sending back a ransom* After two days hard travelling,
sleeping at night on the ground and in constant danger of wild
beasts and hostile Indians, he reached home about Octo >er 20.
Graffenried fully expected to keep the truce he had made
and angered some of the English and Palatines very much because
he refused to allo^ them to kill the Indians when he came for the
Indian the
ransom. But he also delayed giving the' ransom in hopes of in-
ducing the Indians to free the prisoners the-"- still held* On
thi • aeeount hs says that a man Brice who had seduced many of
his people along with a Palatine blacksmith prepared 20 or 23
articles against him, tried to arrest him and threat end to have
him hung.
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A little Palatine boy overheard the plot, told his mother and
Bhe got word to Graffenried and when Brioe and his friend came
to get him they found themselves in a tr.p. Beaause of lack of
direct evidence he had to let them go. At a meeting, of the as-
sembly Graffenried made hi3 defense, but could get no satisfac-
tory decision. His truce was not acceptable to any one oecause
the people, Germans and English, were angered against the Indians
and anxious for a revenge. It appears that Graffenried would
have had the tcuce include the ..hole colony, but this was impos-
sible. Brice had drawn off a good share of the Palatines in the
first massacre to defend his own house ana of course their own
houses were easy plunder for the Indians. When Graffenried came
back lie was too prudent to trust to his truce for safety and so
he fortified his town and got together what he could for defense.
Brice and the blacksmith had his able bodied men for the most
part in their following and they began a war on their own account,
and if Graffenried is correct, roasted an Indian Chief alive.
This was small, perhaps, to what the Indians had just done but
in the existing state of the colony, was most unwise. Graffen-
ried* s own provision was so small that he contemplated sending
.away the families of those who followed Brice, but they implored
him not to do so, and promised to fight as well as the:' could if
it came to an assault. He granted their request and with this
handful stayed by his little town till starvation faced them all.
The whole colony, as all accounts agree, »as in a most wretched
condition for a war. They had no strongholds, supplies of pro-
visions, nor sufficient ammunition for an extensive campaign.
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the Indians mere well equippea, and. in lar^e numb >,rs almost at
their aoors, ana here was Brioe and a small force of English
and Palatines making war before anything could be prepared and
thereby dest roaring the only thing, slight as it was, Graffen-
ried's truce, which stood between the colony and the Indians.
When he sa^ that the truce was broken b}' some of his Palatines
he could not help but realize that the only safety la*y in pros-
ecuting the war as vi^orousiv as possible and so ./hen 50 whitew Bp » *
men and 800 tributary Indians under Col .Barn fe 11 came from Soutn
Carolina, he sent 50 Palatines under Michel to assist in the
attack. iThese battles took place in January' 1712. In the first
the Indians had the advantage and then Graffenried suggested that
two small cannons be used. These he had transported to the place
siun^ from poles and carried bet-ween two horses, fwo shots from
them hau. the desired effect. A truce was fixed up and the priso-
ners were released. $he Governor of Virginia writing Feb. 8, 1712
says: *The Baron de Graffenried being obliged while he was a prise-
ner amang the Indians to conclude a neutrality for himself and the
Palatines, lives as yet undisturbed, but is sufficiently persecuted
.;
r the people of Carolina for not breaking with the Indians, though
they will not afford him neither provisions of war nor victuals
nor any assistance from them. H; has always declared his willing-
ness to enter into the .var as soon as he should be assisted to
prosecute it .
ktol. Rec. Vol 1. 839. Letter of Gol. Spottswood to
the Lordd of Trade.
2Col. Rec. Vol. 1. 834.
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This would seem to contradict the at at anient s that he
himself makes regarding his own part in the battle. ?ror>a.'ly
tiie trutn is more like this. He made hia treaty in good faith.
Some of his colonists broke it. ne Helped them in the war
with the idea 01 bringing the Indians to another truce as
quickly as possible and at the same time saving the prisoners
who were among them. His general attitude was like that of
moso Germans who settled in America, for he preferred to se-
cure his 3axety by friendship with tnese Indians ratner than
by war. As the Indians did not attack his fort in their rav.a-
ges before the final massacre, Spottswood likel3r explained it
by the truce. It would not be strange if he did not know the
details of the battle and Graffenried 1 s share in it.
Tne Indians were far from subdued, however, and a piece
of barbarous injustice practiced on them byBarnvell enraged
them more tnan aver. His men were not paid the salary due
them and to reimburse tnemselves tiie}'' t reacherous^ took a
great many of the Cere Indians prisoners for the sake of the
bounty. People witn reason began to rear another outbreak.
Not lonj, after the close of the war Graffenried* s provisions
except one measure of wheat were used up, and he needed am-
munition and ao he set out for Governor H^'de's and after a
difucult voyage of 10 dajrs reached tnere and presented his
petition. The Governor could ao but little for him but fi-
nally ne secured a small boatload 01 provisions and sent it
home by some ot tne men. When they were at tne month 01 the
Neus River they carelessly let fire get among some dry to-
bacco leaves and irom them it spreaa to a cask of gun-powder
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The crew escapoa by swimming to 3hor3 ana nothing wa3 saved
from the wreck. His affairs at the Governors took him six
weeks. The principal business was how to meet and ward off
the threatened attacks of the Indians, ne advised that the
exportation of provisions be forbidden and that new help be
secured irom Virginia and South Carolina, ^"Governor Spotts-
wood in a letter of July 26, writes as follows W I thereupon
made extraoruinary efforts to assist them with 200 wnite men
and Indians as you Lordship will observe in the Journal 01
the Council the 24th, oi April last and accordingly directed
tne Rendevouze of those forces on the 10th of Ma?/ w . This
in answer to the petition oi the assembly would fix the date
oi the Parliment some time before April 24, probably in March,
Graffenriea stayea at the Parliment six weeks ana while there
learnea oi the loss of his boatload of provisions. He next
made efforts to secure other provisions which he sent in a
larger boat in order that tney mignt, as many as wishea to,
come to him in Virginia or Maryland where he intenaeu to re-
settle, it appears tnat he went right on irom Governor Plyae's
alter transacting this business and went to the Governor of
Virginia and petitioned for the help above mentioned and then
went to explore along the Potomac lor a suitable location,
ana to find the silver mines which he had heard so much about.
Idol. Hec. Vol I. 861
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*By a letter from Mr . Urmstone T'ay 30, 1712, there was
being perpetrated a new massacre and it would appear that Graf-
fenried was in Virginia at this time as he gives hut a very
small notice of the most terrible massacre the colony ever ex-
peri enced
.
The places he chose for his new start was just below
the falls of the Potomac aboiit where 'Washington now stands and at
Canavest island -'urther up the river, probably in the neighbor-
hood of Harper's Ferry. The Governor gave him the necessary
patents and several gentlemen from Pennsylvania came to confer
with him about mines. The soil and location pleased h"im, but
the best search he could give showed no signs of silver and never
has since. His prospective company returned very badly dissatis-
fied and he himself was convinced that Michel's story was a fabrica
tion. Michel himself failed to appear though Graffenried waited
long enough and so he returned to the Governor. ?rom him he
learned that the Captain whom he had sent to convoy the brigantine
had waited six days and then nothing appearing the mate had gone
out in the yawl and found the boat stuck fast and the people gone.
The Governor was very angry and Graffenried had difficulty ap-
peasing his resentment et such treatment, for he imagined Graf-
fenried was in some way trying to show him disrespect since Michel
was supposed to be acting under bis directions.
1
Col. Rec. Vol. I 850.
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By tne order 01 tne council August 9, 1712, Graf fennea's
boat was to be repairea ana put to tne country 1 8 service.
This shows the expedition started before them and. nelps fix
tne time of Graffenrieds exploration trip as occurring dur-
ing tne summer of 1712.
Seeing that tnere was no hopes pf founding a new colony
in Virginia, he went back to North Carolina and stopped for
some time with Governor Hyde. While iie was there they all
fell sick ana on September 9th, the Governor died. Graffenried
stayed on two weeks longer and then returned to Ne« Bern. Again
tne Governor-snip was offered him, but he had to refuse on
account of his precarious financial condition. The nan sent
to fix the brigantme found it too mucii damaged to repair and
Graffenriea was allowed nothing for either of his two boats
although he considered them destroyed in the service of the
province. Attempts to get satisfaction from Michel brought
nothing better than proposals to settle in Mexico or along
the Mississippi River, and Graffenriea war, persuaded that his
only hope would be to take his two slaves and settle at Can-
evest and gradually draw a few people about him. This would
be difficult because his creditors, including Pollock, were
suspicious, in fact, when he tried to get his two siaves to
cross the river to him they were caugnt and hela for their
mast er 1 s debt a
,
ICol. Rec. Vol I. 867.
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Ha himself did 30 to Virgini a Sept . 20, 1712, an^. stayed tnere
till Spring among hi3 mends, trying all the tim3 to get help.
Tney couia "advise him to go Dack to England and Berne ae it
would not oe safe for him to tr* r to stay in Virginia nor to
go among tiie Indians for the traders would be sure to find
him out. While he was still in Virginia ^Coi. Moor e admin-
istered a oruslking ueleat to the Tuseuroras on the 20th of
March with the troops he had helped secure, Grafienried maue
his journey to Hei York Gity by horse-oack, reaching wnat he
calls "a pleasant city built after the Dutch style, with three
Churches
on Easter day 1713."
About the 28th he left lor England and in six weeks
landed at Bristol. While in London he met the new Governor,
Mr, Eden who was appointed #une 18.
When he reached London he found Alorecht and 40 miners
who haa shortly before arrived.
*Col. Reo. Vol II. 144. Extract of a letter from
Governor Pollock Oct. 30, 1714. "My first letter you dated
Sept SO, 1712(a copy wnereof is enclosed) I delivered n^self
to Baron Graffenried who was then going to Virginia. --Second
letters dated April 2, 1y13, immediately after tne taking the
great Indian iort I sent into Virginia and know they cane to
Baron von Graffenried who was then in yirginia. What reasons
the Baron had to conceal (Or) keep up my letter I know not.
I took him for a man 01 honour and inte^ritv but have found the
contrary to my great loss.
2Gol. Rec. Vol II 28.
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Although ha had distinctly notified them not to leave Germany
until they should be sent tor. They oame to England and had
to be cared for. Graffenried got some of them work, made them
put their money into a common fund ana interested two merchants
in torwardxng them their passage money, aim so they started
r.bout Ke-« Years day anu uame ti Virginia April 28, 1714,
and were disposed ot as nas oeen stated before.
Graifenried expected nis friend the Duke of beaufont
to present his petition for help to tne Queen. After several
months just as the petition was reauy the uuko died, and not
long afterwards, Aug 1, I7i<*, tne Queen diad. Graffenried
stayed on for months until he became convinced that the nam
King, George i, did not take tne interest in the colonies
that Queen Anne had shown. When he knew of a surety nothing
more could be done he started lor home. Ke had to leave
England secretly because of his creditors ana found his lack
oi passports a serious hindrance but finally he reached home
on Saint Martina day 1714. His efforts did not cease even
then. Too poor to sue his company for tneir breach of con-
tract he tried then to nave a commission appointed to inves-
tigate and hear his proposition, but this was refused. His
efforts to interest others failed and at last to his own
regret he had to abandon his colony.
The rest of his life is soon told. He was dependent
upon his fatner for the support which was not cheerfully
granted. Tne following ^lettertfleuj ahrsblatt 39)gives as rnuoh
light on tne fatiier's character as on Christophers.
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Ayes, Monsieur, la bonte de net t re en oublis le passe,
at m 1 est ant cornge du £epuis, ayez meilleure opinion ae noy
pour ie present et aavonir: Pourtant quoyque ie vous aye cha-
grins par moii evasion et mea debts, oepencLant i'ay deservis
non ^alliage avec honneuv an contentment du Souver&in et des
Reas^ort issant s, et n'ay rien eomis d'atroce qui yous a]re
fait deshonneur, ny ay-le lanais, que ie saohe, raanquo envers
Vous de Respect ny de Soumission, pardonnea moy dont la passe'
et ne retoucher pas tonjours cette corde facheuse, mais ayez
s
moy, Monsieur et tres honorable Pare, en recommandation pui-
sque ie feray touts mea efforts pour vous oont enter et vous
montrer que ie suis avec toutte i • o'beissanoe Respect et Son-
mission L 1 infant perdu retrouve, et amandea, regardez moy
aont anssi ^n Pere benin et faitte noy sentir plua outre
les effects de Votre Bienveillance.
In 1721 after tne death of a brother the Oberlierr
von Woro Anton secured ana sold to uhnstopher the management
of the estate whicn went witn the office reserving for him-
self the revenues of the office. The management of the es-
tate was not vexy lucrative, but the father thought he had
made a rather generous expiation lor his previous treatment,
hen Anton became mayor of Murten he wanted a xepre^entative
in Ivej-toa ana although Christopher did not relish the place
still to pleas 9 his wile he ran ior it and got it. it 1730
at Anton's aeath the estate of Wbri came to Christopher
without encumbrance ana he held it till 1740 when he retired
in favor of his sons. Three years later he died and .* a
buried in the choir 01 the Church at Worb
.
r— -4b1 -
I
it is improbable that Graff enriea ever returned to
America, although some writers incline to believe that he did
done back a^ain. The evidence I have been able to find uould
make it appear that the Graffenrioa who lived in this country-
alter 1714, was a son and hot Baron Christ opner von Graff en-
ried who founded the settlement at Ne»v Bern. According to the
Neuj ahrsbiatt
,
Christopher's eldest son, o-ame at the time of
the settlement and stayed here after his father's departure,
settling finally in Williamsburg, New York, where he married.
*Tne Virginia Magazine quotes the following from tne files
of the Virginia Gazette for February 18-25, 1756" This is to
give notice to all Gentlemen and Ladies that Mrs. Barbara de
Graff enried intends to have a Ball on Tuesday the 26tn of
next April ana an assembly on tne 37tn in Willi aiasburg: For
irhich tickets will be delivered out at her HO:;e," Tne note
tnen states tnat wTms was the ifife of Cnnstopner, tsaron
von Graft enried of Berne, Switzerland who brought over a colony
of Swiss and Paiauines to j^ortn Carolina in 17C9 . In the
article to which the note is ttdueu in explanation sue a.s
calleu la Baiorne ue Graflenrxodt . The statement of her being
the wife of Christopher von Graffenriea is made, but no proof
is given ana otner evidence would indicate tnat the Virginia
Magazine is here in error. Colonel Byru lived in Westover,
Virginia, near Williamsburg.
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In his memoirs he says 1that on a trip to North Carolina in
search of a mine he stopped on tne way back at Col. Boilings
where Maaame d3 Graffenried was and figures out the distance
from Colonel Boilings to his house aas 20 miles, it seoma
haraly probable that triere were two women by the name of
Graffenried at or near Williamsburg at that time and ooth so
well known as each appears to be. From tiiese passages I be-
lieve there was only one liadame de Graff enried and her first
name was Barbara. The Neuj ahrsblatt says the name of Chirs-
topaer's wife was Regime Tscharnerevidently a different person
If tne author is correct. He could easily have found her name
on the tombstone if other means were lacking, when he copied
off the inscription on Graf f enried* s tomb.
^Writings of colonel William Byrd
After a refreshment of about an hour, we v/ent on to
Colo. Boiling's .vho was so gracious as to send us an invita-
tion. As much in haste as I .vas to return to my family, I
spent an hour or two at that place, but could by no means
be persuaded to stay Dinner, nor could even Madame de Graf-
fenried 1 s smiles on one side of her face, shake ra* r resolu-
tion . From thence we proceeded to Colo. Mumford's etc.
^Account oi distance;; idem 329
From Thence to uoio. Boilings Plantation 5
From Thence to Colo. Mumford^ Plantation 9
From Thence to West over 16
Making from Col. Boilings to West over 20 miles.
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The most plausible explanation then Is this, the writ-
er in the Virginia Magazine supposed because this lady was
called la Barorae she must be the wife of Christopher von Graf-
fenried, overlooking the fact that the title was heriditary
and would belong to the eldest son and his irife even during
the fathers life time. The writer in the Neuj ahrsblatt with
the mean3 ?.x his disposal could haraly have gotten the name
01 (Jhnstopuer* s wife wrong, but a confusion may have arisen
oetween the t,*o Williamsourgs and he wrote New York when he
should have written Virginia. If all these suppositions are
correct, Madame de Graffenried, the lady Colonel Byrd speaks
ol, and the wife of the son who stayed in America are all the
sain.^ person, ana this evidence that the Baron ever returned
to his country is destroyed and ao far as I can learn ther
9
is no otner. ^Christopher • s own statement that for 20 years
no complaint haa been maae oi nis administration completes
£he proof if more is needed for his office began in 1722 and
lasted till 1742.
Whether or not Graffenried ever paid his debts to
uolo. Pollock and others is uncertain. He certainly had little
enougn to pay with when his company failed him. 2Pol±ock seems
to hav3 lost faith in his letter oi Oct. 20, 1714, partly be-
cause he had failed to deliver some letter tc the proprietor.
INeuj ahrsblatt 39
/jZee note l page 46
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G-raffenried complains tnat a box lull of papers anu curios had.
got lost on th 3 way to Europe ana these may have been among
them. In a letter of Feb. 10, 1715, Pollock asks him to
pay 700 £ at London and keep this title to the land he had
taken up. Apparently this was not done for in March 29, 1743
4
some Palatines lead by Jacob Sheets settled by Baron de Graf-
fennea at Neuse snowing their agreement with tne said Baron
ana praying to have Title made out to them unvier the
"and in oraer tnat warrants might issue to them respectively
for lairing out their lands to each man his several proportion
or otherwise to be secure in their possession."
"Then Cullen Pollock's Council produced a Patent to the
said Pollocks father, Thomas Pollock Esq., deceasea, ior a
large tract of land at Neuse which was read and it appearing
to the Council tnat the said Patent takesin the Palatine
Lands", the suit was dismissed.
That tne Palatines had not been entirely without
resources will appear from the Proclamation of the Council,
"'"Nov. 6, 1714, where "upon petition of the poor Palatines
showing that they vvere disappointed of the lands stock and
other necessary which was to be proviaed for them ana are re-
duced to great want and poverty by the late war ana prays tnat
they may have Liberty to take up four hundred Acres of land
for each family at tne rate oi T-^n Pounds a thousand acres
ana tnat they may have two years day of payment for the same."
3 Col. Rec. Vol. II 166
4 Col. Rec, Vol. IV 632
I uol. Rec. Vol. Ii 1$8-

This likely was granted them subject only to trio ap-
proval of the Proprietors. There is nothing to show that the
proprietors failed to give their consent. This ends tne story
of the German settlement at New Berne as a distinctly German
colony. The Town had a prosperous growth and kept its origi-
nal name, but as a financialventure it was a failure for all,
due not to the incompetence of the leader, but to the force of
circumstances and th-? niggardljrness of those whose duty it was
to contribute to his support.
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CHAPTER III
.
A.
Criticism of the manuscripts .
'.Vhen Graffenried returned from America dicsapointed in
all his plans, he found plenty of people who blamed him fur the
misfortune "as though he h d acted rashly and imprudently." It was
to vindicate himself that he wrote up his adventures in America.
In order tc make himself "better understood in "witzerland he wrote
in both French and merman. For some reason he appears to have left
two French versions, unless indeed one is a copy of the other,
which from comparison seems hardly probable. The trench version
in the library at iverton, Switzerland h s been copied and translat-
ed for the colonial records of north Carolina where it may be found
in volume I, P. 9u5. When Professor uoebel was writing his book
on the Germans in America, I Das Deutschtum in den vereinigten
staaten von uord Ameritea J he found that there were other versions,
and at considerable trouble and expense he had accurate copies of
these made "or his own use, and in hopes that if published, they
might throw some light on this early pioneer. The three manuscripts
as nearly as can be judged by the translation in the north Carolina
Records which is a literal translation into poor English, are in
many places word for word translations or copies of each other.
The importance then of professor troehel's copies is the fact that
while they contain everything that the other version has* they
also have much which is entirely lacking in the north Carolina
Records
.
It may be worth while to indicate the most important
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tilings which Professor Goebel's manuscripts contain not found in
the other, although it is impossible always to judge which things
may ultimately prove of greatest value to the historian.
The most natural comparison to make is between the two
French versions, as they are most alike, being each divided into
twelve contretemps which 1 translate misfortunes. Then where they
treat of the same thing they use the same language only that often
Professor Goebel's copy has things interspersed which the other
does not have and occasionally the marginal notes are not placed
in the same position, but this lc.st is a minor difference and does
not affect the body of the text. Then a-ain whole paragraphs are
placed in a different relative position compared with the rest of
the account. For instance the chapter on Indian customs which
comes at theend of the account in the .North Carolina i-:ecords, is
placed along in the "body of the text in connection with the ac-
count of his capture, in Professor G-oebel's Trench text. The
omissions from or additions to the original text must have been
made by (iraffenried himself or else by some one very familiar with
the text and since he mentions several more attempts made to re-
lieve his colony in professor G-oebel's French copy than in the
others, 1 am inclined to believe this to be the last copy he made,
filling in and arranging the material about the Indians a little
more logically. And for the reason that he wrote to vindicate
hinself and his immediate relatives were German, and as this is
the most tersely written of any and gives evidence of haste it
seems to me to be the original. He has added no marginal notes at
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all and although he started in to write it off in misfortunes as
the others were written, he never mentioned more than the first as
such
.
However, the order in which they were written is of
minor importance compared to the contents, as they were all written
about the same time.
The following paragraphs are Intended to give what seems
to me the most important contributions which professor G-oebel's
manuscripts make to what is already accessible in the north Caroli-
na Colonial Records. Taking the French version first: This says
that Bern negotiated through Btanian the Envoy Extraordinary for
a place to found a colony which shculd he absolutely independent
un
of any authority except the British sovereign, but wereA successful
because the Queen did not wish to work to the detriment of the
proprietary governments. Then he and his company received per-
mission to take up land above the falls of the h'otomac, but* were
persuaded that conditions were more favorable in north Carolina
where land was cheaper and where, under the proprietors, they
would have more jurisdiction and several privileges granted them.
Then when he went to Virginia he found that Culpepper had gotten
ahead of him on a part of the land which would have compelled him
to settle in Maryland farther fron; white settlers than he had hoped
As a reward for their zeal in bringing him to the throne,
a
Charles II gave to several gentlemen large tract in north America
with power to create hereditary titles of nobility. Sraffenried
was made Landgrave of Carolina, Baron de Bernberg and Chevalier
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du Cordon Bleu and with it he had a medal. This regalia was worn
whenever he .vent to the assembly and he found it increased people's
deference for him.
"'"The amount of land he took up and the charges per acre
have been given. Two other very important clauses of this agree-
ment with the proprietors were, the ones providing for religious
liberty and for the furnishing of provisions and stock on the part
of the proprietors for three years, the debts as contracted by the
colony to be paid back in three years. Then he says: "Je passe
icy Lous Silence un Traitte fait avec William jfenn Propri.etaire
de Pensilvanie pour des Terres et des mines." This is only one of
several passages which show that such an agreement existed. 2Then
follows a description of the town.
His description of the voyage across the Atlantic has
this of interest to us that in connection with it he states that
a box of curiosities, papers and clothes which he had given to a
ship's captain, became lost on the return voyage. This may ex-
plain Governor pollock's grievance that the letters sent by Uraf-
fenried were not delivered. The voyage over was without unpleas-
ant accidents and has little worthy of mention here although it
.makes interesting reading.
Y/hen Graffenried returned from Governor Hyde's in the
summer of 1711, he found his people, many of them, sick. This
gives him opportunity to tell about the diseases the people were
exposed to and the remedies to employ. in all this his good
sense and care for his colonists is shown most clearly. He mentions
1. See page 22 2. Gee page 28 3. See page 46
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also the insect and reptile pests they have to guard against and
then he comes to the building of the to.vn.
He payed for the land twice, first to Lawson, and then
to the Indians, and made an alliance with the chief Taylor. Then
to avoid trouble bought more land so that there might he a strip
unoccupied between his people and the Indians. Taylor, along with
seventeen heads of families, came in full attire at the appointed
time, looking as Graffenried thought, more like monkeys than men.
He, not to he out done, put on his most gaudy array and the as-
sembly sat dovm together on the ground. Graffenried first made
his proposition and they stated their objections, in which he says
they had the better of the argument, but finally they agreed to
sell what he wanted. The price was 500 bullets, 6 pounds of powder
1000 large bullets, 500 small shot. Then when they had had a drink
of rum they made the treaty. "Thile intoxicated, Mr. M
.
, evident-
ly Mr. Michel, about spoiled the negotiations by snatching off
Taylor's head dress ad beating the orator after he had dragged
him from the circle. The Indians did not think that this treat-
ment before the alliance augured well for peace afterwards and
were with difficulty persuaded to make a treaty. That night
Michel did the^saiue thing again to the orator and again Graffen-
ried had to act the mediator. This same man caused so much annoy-
ance that Groff enried had to invent ways of keeping him at a dis-
ing
tance, one time provision him to survey along the ',7'eetock Kiver,
and again he sent him to Philadelphia to see about silver mines,
regarding which they had an express agreement with 7illiam penn
and the head miner, Justus Albrecht . The Indians knew he sent
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him away for their sake and it helped him afterwards while he was
in captivity. He also called at Coretown and promised to be good
neighbors with them. Then he took the surveyor and the clerk and
together they made the plan of the town. "As the people in America
do not like to live crowded", he gave each house three acres and
the streets were arranged like a cross. His artisans who could do
better in the city had freedom from taxation for ten years, while
the rest were free for three years. Then he enumerates the trades
represented
.
Prosperity seemed so certain that people outside even
from Pennsylvania took lots. The only thing lacking was ready
money. All accounts agree that this was a serious evil. The col-
ony could not pa:, him, nothing had been received from Europe,
but he trusted if he could only get a message to them b:; some per-
son that they would help him out. One of the settlers was just go-
1 "
ing and was willing to take the message. This man, Botschi, by
name, abused the confidence placed in him by contracting debts
in Graffenreid' s name in Philadelphis and Amsterdam, yet deliver-
ed his message faithfully. But the disasters of the following
autumn when the Indians captured G-raffenreid and Lawson, discourag
.
ed the company in Bern and the English people so that they re-
fused to risk their money. However, while he still believed that
help would be sent him, he bought two boats for use in trading
and took on one trip a cargo of wheat to the Bermudas to exchange
for salt. The wheat was damaged in a storm find so the profits
were lessened.
1. German version. Report to the Bern Company. .
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Then when he describes the trip to Canvest in search of
a new place to settle he adds a description of how the Indians
shot the rapids in canoes.
As an additional reason why he believed in Kiel) el''
8
stories o^ the silver mine, Graffenreid states that ' . M. had ask-
ed the Queen for patents and together they had made a treaty with
the miners in Europe, and Mr . Penn had made a treaty with them and
had made M. M . director of minerals in Pennsylvania.
In showing the impossibility of Michel's last scheme
of settling in I.lexico or along the Mississippi , he goes further
than the political reasons why Bern Cv;-uld not maintain a colony
in territory disputed by England, France and Spain, and shows that
at such a distance among hostile Indians a colony would not be
able to exist.
Having made these reflections he determined to go back
to Europe and the return trip is enlivened with a few of the won-
ders he saw, but has no especial importance.
Tnen he returned to Berne, he found himself financially
unable to sue his company for breach of contract, then when he
presented his contract to the senate and desired a commission to
hear his complaint and his proposals, the request was not granted.
He made attempts with his relatives, with a neighboring republic,
and. in Germany, but could interest no one. He also tried to get
Stanion, envoy extraordinary to the Corps Helvetique to nresent
a petition to King George 1, but Stanion was made ambassador to
Vienna about that time and had to leave the affair unfinished.
Another petition received for answer, that the wars were not end-
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and nothing could be done.
At the return of King George, when peace was made be-
tween England, Holland and France, the time seemed favorable but
a new alliance made it again impossible.
These then are the principal things which Professor
Goebel's French copy has in addition to what is translated in
the North Carolina Colonial Records.
In the German account there is first a copy o: his re-
port to George Ritter & Co., written Kay 6, 1711. This is follow-
ed by three letters written by some of the settlers. They ap-
pear to be written just after the naval battle in which the Hyde
forces captured the brigantine.
After stating his reasons for making this, a duplicate
report, since he had shortly before sent another, he informs them
that unless the money, until then refused him, be paid the colony
is likely to see hard times. Writing of the contract he made with
Penn, he says unless he had been present and added his signature
Penn would never have made a treaty with Michel regarding mines.
He says the Carolina government is now established, but poorly
executed. He says under these circumstances he had to give se-
curity for 5000 k rather than let the poor people suffer. At this
tirr.e the protestation of his notes was causing him uneasiness. Ee
asks the comnany to find out 8 more associates at 300 k each or 4
and over at 600 or else to secure what is needed through his
father. The account rendered shows an expenditure of 2228 £
and is an interesting document showing what he furnished since
his first report, for his language indicates he had made a report
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shortly after he came to America. At this time he had distributed
10 cows and their calves, 30 pigs, 4 horses, 8 sheep and in ad-
dition he had 4 cows for himself, in this report he mentions the
pruchase of the little "boat and says Michel did it while he was
absent and gives his approval. The need for money is all the more
urgent because Colonel :ollock was then refusing to sell the col-
onists cattle, and his own people were preparing to make a com-
plaint to the Royal Committee. Possibly the contract which he
copied here, made with the George Hitter Co. would have as much
i \terest to the student of American history as any one document
he left. A second copy, apparently for the French version, but .
written in German is also given but not incorporated in the main
account. To give a detailed report of all the se^addit ions would
be impossible at this time. Suffice it to say, these pages give
a more intimate appreciation of the man's character and the dif-
ficulties of his position than any thing else he wrote, coming as
they do right at the time the settlement was actually being made.
It is a pathetic picture they give us. un the one hand, the col-
onists trusting him to provide for them, with no understanding of
his difficulties, contented with their lot for the most part, ex-
cept that they would like a little more variety in their food, and
Graffenreid, alone of all seeing the ruin that must inevitably
over take- them unless help reach them speedily, begginggwith all
the eloquence of dispair, yet without sacrificing his own manhood,
for assistance that should have been given him freely, it took
the qualities of a hero to face such disaster and stand between
the people and want, while a shadow of a chance of saving the col-
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ony existed.
The language in which the manuscripts were written is a
Swiss dialect of German and French. Of these two the trench offers
the less difficulty, "because it was less hurriedly written and "be-
cause the differences "between it and modern "rench is not so great.
Graffenried often omitted the grave accent and the circumflex is
found not at all. There a dropped letter would give an accent in
modern "rench, the old spelling is used, for instance jetais is
spelled jestais, ete, este, $tre is given simply etre, arreter as
arester. Then the word deja is invariably written desia -and the
reflexive pronoun se is given as ce. Douhle letters are indicated
hy a single letter with a dash above. Again where now there are
double letters, he spells with only one, assez is given asez . Pres-
ent and words made from it, as well as person, are often abbrevi-
ated to p'sent, p'son. Y takes the place of final i in midi, ici
and so we find midy, icy. After one has become accustomed to these
changes, the text presents little difficulty except in one place
where (Iraffenried evidently made^errors and wrote what he did not
intend. For the most part the words are spelled phonetically and
if pronounced as spelled give- the sense perfectly. The hand writ-
ing of the copyist is for the most part legible as soon as one be-
comes accustomed to its peculiarities t there are, however, a few
places where it is difficult if not impossible to make out the
letters
.
The German version is the more difficult of the two
because first it was written more hastily, and the sentences are
1. 'Zee page

more eliptical and the language shows a considerable variation
from the modern German. To consider it phonetic spelling will
not always help as it does in the French version for when pro-
nounced as spelled it gives the word often much differently than
we are accustomed to. A few examples will illustrate my meaning;
liecht is used for leicht. Forc-ht for Furcht, ziechen for Ziehen,
Tt
gewest for gewesen, Frond for Freunde . The dialectic diminutive
tt tt
ending li is found occasionally as Lluhli und S agi for rcuhllein and
it
£ aglein.
In one place the two French versions have mistakes in
the text which must have been made by the author himself. The
translation in the Colonial Records shows that his copy and Prof-
essor Goebel's read alike, ",71th the assistance of Professor Fitz-
gerald, l have made changes which bring these versions into har-
mony with the German version and all three make sense and agree
with the physical facts in the case.
To bettor show this, 1 shall give all three versions and
the changes I believe should be made.
Belle Situation des Terres dessous le saut de Potomack
on nons voullions etablir aussi une colonic
Je reviens a la petite nouvelle Colonie que Yonllions
etablir. Ge crois quil y a guere dendroit dans le monde, plus beau
et mienx Litue que celni cy de Potomac et de Canavest le quell
nons voulions partager en deux petites Colonies. La premiere Just-
ement dessus le Laut ou chutte, ou il y a une tres jolie Isle de
tres bon terrain et vis avis un Coir; entre la ^rande Rivere de
potomack et une autre petite Riviere nome Gold Creeck, en francars
ruisseau d'or, comode pour recevoir tout ce oui vient d'enhaut la
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Rivere les plus gros navires marchands, y pouvant faire voile,
aussi "bien que ce qui vient en bas de dessus le Saut ou d'alen-
tour, L' autre Colonie devait etre etablie pres de Canavest come
est a voir par le plan.
Fine situation of the lands above and below the falls
of the Potomack River, where we ai.ed to establish a colony.
I believe there are hardly any finer and better situ-
ated sites, in the whole world, than that of the Rotomack and
Canawest, a region which we thought of dividing between two small
colonies. The first was to he just below the Falls, where we
found a very pretty island, very good lands, and, on the opposite
side, a place, between the great river Rotomack, and another small
river called Gold Creek (which means in jrench Rivere doree:
—
gilded stream-), very convenient to receive whatever comes from
the upper river as 7,' ell as wha t comes down from above ibelow?-
Translator) the falls and surroundings ; - the biggest merchant
ships may sail t lie re . The translator's foot note to this passage
is as follows; "I acknowledge that the whole under lined sentence
Shows very little sense,- but it is a faithful translation, ab-
solutely literal. Evidently the word "above" ( dessus j seems to
be there for below (dessous). (Translator).
Arrival of a messenger from Carolina. Re brings bad
new3 about my brigantine.
The other oolony was to be erected near Canawest, as
may be seen by the map.
The following note refers to this sentence. The auth-
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enticated copy of the MS. says nothing of that map, probably lost,
f Translator )
.
If in place of the correction suggested by the translator
in the north Carolina Colonial Records we change the French ver-
sion to read as follows: La premiere Just ernent dessous le Saut
on chutte on il y a use tres -Tolie isle de tres bon terrain et
vis avis un Coin entre la grande Kiviere de Potomack et une autre
petite Kiviere nome Gold Creek en francais ruisseau dor, con:ode po
pour recevoir tout ce qui vient enhaute la Kiviere, the new read-
ing will correspond with the German version which follows and the
map which has been copied from one in professor Goebel's possess-
ion, it would appear that Graffenried inadvertently omitted the
o in dessous, giving dessus, which entirely changes the meaning
frcm what the note would lead one to expect, in both the French
versions, the expression vient enhaut pronounced with an elision
of the t and the folio. zing e may have caused him to insert the
preposition de which would give much the same sound but mean ex-
actly the opposite of what he intended.
The following from the German version will show what
he undoubtedly intended to say.
Eein schoneren Sitz glaube in der 7,relt zu seyn als
dieser, welchen wir in zwei Jileine Colloneyen abtheilen wolten,
Tl
die Erste grad unter dem fahl , wo eine uberaus Lustige insul von
gutem Grund und gegenuber an einem Eggen, zwi^chen der potemax
it
River und einer .Kleineren Gold Cree genant, alles was aber fur
dem fahl hinunter Oder hinauf will ens zu empfalien, und konen die
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grossten iiaufman -Schif dahin fahren, der anderen nitz, solte
seyn bey Canavest wie das .'Ian aufweist. So then his settle-
ments were to be .made, the one at Canavest, s ome distance up the
river, the other just below the falls opposite the point of land
between Gold Creek and the rotomac. As a matter of fact the riv-
er up to this point is deep enough to accomodate vessels as large
as any of that day, and so his town at the head of river naviga-
tion on the one hand and in easy communication with the surround-
ing country and its trade on the other would have in this an ex-
cellent location.
Any one reading Graffenried* s accounts in any of the
three versions will be struck by the lack of dates at which events
occurred and a more careful reading will convince him that the
logical sequence is very often not preserved, even for the most
important events. This is not so surprising when we consider that
he wrote some time after the events took place, and wrote hurried-
ly, and had not so much the object of making a pleasant narrative
as to show that he himself was not to blame for the misfortunes
his colony suffered. 'Then he does describe interesting episodes
or customs of the savages, it is a digression from the real pur-
pose for which he wrote. This lack I have tried to make good
with the best means at my disposal. Since the histories in the
library gave but little detailed information regarding this period,
1 have compared contemporary letters and reports in the colonial He
cords Of north Carolina and for the following events have fixed
approximately, if not accurately the date on which they occurred,
and have given the references in the foot notes in Chapter il
.
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Gary's rebellion, tl e time during which he supported his people
3 4
for 22 weeks, the first attack upon the Indians, the second
Indian massacre, 6the exploring expedition to Virginia and r.ary-
6 7
land, the death of (iovernor Hyde, uraffenried 1 s departure for
8
Virginia after the failure of his plans in north Carolina, the
9
second great attack on the Tuscuroias and his arrival in Hew
York and England. Fixing the time of the first Indian attack,
Graffenried' s visit to the Governor and to Virginia for help and
the second great battle was more difficult, because while the Re-
cords are plain enough in stating when the events took place,
Graffenried ' s own account seems to contradict them in all three
versions. The order of events as he states them is as follows:
There is a danger of an Indian uprising and he goes to a council
which decides to ask help of South Carolina. They secure Colonel
Barnwell with 500 whites and 800 tributary Indians and make two
assaults upon the Indians in which Graffenried assisted. Peace
was made but within a short time Barnwell's treachery in capturing
some of the Core Indians for the bounty caused the war to break
out again and the colony suffered a frightful massacre. Then fol-
lows immediately the account of the final battle in which 900
Indians were killed and their power broken. Then Graffenried tells
of trie peace he helped make and says to relieve his people's dis-
tress, he allowed them to engage themselves to the planters round
about for terms of two years. Immediately follows his trip to the
Potomac Kiver, the distraction of his boat, and the death of Gov-
1 See page 25 4'Page 46 7 ?«-ge 46
2 " " 40 5 " 43 8 " 46
3 " " 41 6 45 9 " 46
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ernor Hyde. There is not the slightest intimation of the date
of the occurances and as we have seen, the first Indian fight
occurred in the latter part of January 1712. This was followed
"by the treaty of peace in which he took part and then Earnwell
caused the massacre which in part at least, took place in Hay,
while Graffenried was at Governor Hyde's. From here he sent the
"boat load of provisions to his colony and when it was destroyed
sent a second boat load, while he went on into llaryland. On his
way hack in September, 1712, Governor Hyde died and then Graf-
fenried saw that his colony was a failure and September 20, 1712,
went into Virginia where he passed the remainder of his time be-
fore starting to England. The second battle with the Indians
took place March 20, 1715, while Graffenried was in Virginia and
the following extract from .Pollock's letter book will show that
Graffenried could have had no part in this last peace.
April 30, 1713.
Hon'd. Sir: Yours of April 27th by your messenger received. As
for Tom Blount, (Chief of the Core Indians and the only chief of
any importance left alive after the taking of Catechna I.H.T. .] he
was with us at our last Council, and we are come to such an
article of agreement with him as your Honor proposed in yours of
April 7th and he is to meet with us the 10th or 11th of the next
month at the assembly fully to conclude the peace, of which
mine to you of the 25th instant (by Capt. T.'aule and John Lovickj
have given your Honor a particular account. As has been shown
1. Col. Rec. Vol. II 39
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Graffenried was in Hew York City not later than 1Eacter day, April
15th. Thus the peace he helped conclude was the one following
the first Indian defeat in January 1712. Accordingly I have
been compelled, reluctantly, to believe that in 1715 when these
accounts were being written Graffenried had forgotten just how
the events did occur. In no other way can his story and the con-
temporary records be reconciled, Persons in the University, com-
petent to speal: on such matters, have said that it is not un-
usual that a person writing up rthings that happened a few years
previously fail to get the order in which they occurred correct.
Two full centuries have now passed since the little colony
of Germane planted their settlement at Few Bern and contributed
their share towards the religious liberty we now enjoy. Graffen-
ried f s failure, as he looked at it, is not all a failure if we
may in any way learn to appreciate better the blessings we now
enjoy by considering the cost at which they have been purchased
for us. Certainly coming years will deal more justly with Baron
de Graffenried than the past has done and the justification he
so much desired, though late, will be fully rendered.
1
According to the Gregorian Calendar. The Julian Calendar maices
it April 5th. By Pollock's letter on page 46 v/here he says he
sends letters dated April 2d to Graffenried who was then in Vir-
ginia and knew he got theia would leave only three days for the
messenger to deliver the letters to the Baron and for him to
get to ITew York unless the later date be accepted.
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